What’s An ENTREPRENEUR?
What's An Entrepreneur?

It's an adventurous person who takes a risk and starts a business! Answer the questions below to see what business might be a perf fit for you!

Do you love cooking? NO

Do you love animals? NO

Do you love crafts? YES

You could start an online business to sell your artistic creations!

You could start an online business to sell your artistic creations!

You could start a mobile pet grooming service or become a vet and found a pet hospital!

You could start a mobile pet grooming service or become a vet and found a pet hospital!

These are just a few possibilities! Do you love science, fashion, computers? There are so many businesses you could start.

Just follow what you love!

Just follow what you love!
Be An Entrepreneur Now!

You don't have to wait to be an entrepreneur! Start a business today!

Here are a few idea starters!

Open a Lemonade Stand
You can never go wrong with the classics! Help keep your community cool with refreshing lemonade.

Start a Gardening Service
Help your neighbors with their lawn care. Mow lawns. Water plants.

Run a Mobile Veggie Market
Grow a vegetable patch then use a wagon to take your healthy products door-to-door.

Ask your parents for more advice on getting started. Just remember, work hard to SUCCEED, DREAM and MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Barbie Believes In You

Love being CREATIVE? Want to be an ENTREPRENEUR?

Instructions:
1. Start your bracelet biz with this pattern.
2. Use safety scissors to cut along dotted line.
3. Insert Part A through the slits in the flower.

You can add more flower pieces to the bracelet to make a fuller final flower. Start by making paper bracelets then use the paper printouts as templates to create glammed-up fabric versions!